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IN ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH*
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ABSTRACT

Ecological research requires a flexible, organized sys-
tem for acquiring, documenting, and managing data. Careful
documentation of data, best done through close collaboration
of the researcher and data manager, is important if all
users are to benefit from a centralized database management
(DBM) system. A systematic approach to data management and
analysis comprises four key steps: comprehension, planning,
execution, and evaluation and interpretation. Statistical
consulting at the beginning of a project helps scientists
plan well-designed, efficient research strategies. 	 Data
collection forms should be designed to encourage recorders
to enter all essential	 identifying information, thereby
minimizing errors. Consistent, high-quality data verifica-
tion, through either the visual or double-entry method,
allows most data collection errors to be caught and	 cor-
rected before analysis. 	 Standardized forms help maintain
uniformity in data documentation. Documentation and corre-
sponding data files should be linked in a carefully organized
relational DBM system in which all information may be easily
stored and retrieved. Using commercial software for	 data
management and analysis is usually more cost effective than
developing and maintaining customized software. Scarce DBM
resources should be invested in data validation, equipment

*FRL 1944, Forest Research Laboratory, Oregon State Univer-
sity, Corvallis. The mention of trade names or commercial
products does not constitute endorsement or recommendation
for use.
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acquisition, system design, and data 	 documentation, not
programming. Database maintenance is costly, but critical,
to keeping credibility with users.	 The key to future
advances in ecological data management 	 lies in the ability
of data managers and scientists to move into a more coopera-
tive, integrative mode through which comprehensive databases
are established and more fully used, increasing overall re-
search efficiency.

INTRODUCTION

Most ecological studies produce a wide variety of data
over a period of years. These data are expensive to col-
lect. The better they are documented, 	 the more likely they
are to be useful to other scientists presently and in the
future. Research data management is a serious attempt to
anticipate future needs.

Different types of data are normally stored in separate
data files, all of which constitute the data set for a given
study. Each data file is documented in a systematic process
that identifies and records its structure and origin; this
information is entered into the data catalog. The result is
the organized storage of data files and corresponding docu-
mentation in a logical, easily retrievable format. All data
and documentation can then be permanently archived into a
central data bank so that a scientist,	 even one unfamiliar
with the research, can readily obtain	 data for comparison
with current, related studies, support 	 of a new hypothesis,
or synthesis with other studies. The methods used to organ-
ize, store, and retrieve data in this 	 fashion make up the
local database management (DBM) system.

The Forest Science Data Bank (FSDB), which serves the
Department of Forest Science at Oregon State University, has
evolved over more than a decade. Faculty and students have
collected sizable amounts of data from ecological studies
conducted throughout the Northwest. In addition, research
at the H.J. Andrews Experimental Forest, a National Science
Foundation (NSF) Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) site,
has produced vast quantities of data now stored with docu-
mentation in the FSDB (Stafford et al., 1984). The prime
reason for NSF's emphasis on sound, reliable data management
in its LTER program has been to help overcome the difficulty
experienced in the past of finding appropriate data sets and
coordinating research from multiple institutions or geo-
graphic regions. Success or failure of an LTER DBM system
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tion, not	 may well rest on its ability to provide a uniform standard

	

critical,	 of documentation and facilitate accurate transfer of ex-

	

to future	 perimental data among all 11 LTER sites. Thorough study

	

,e ability	 documentation enhances the understanding and	 accessibility

	

coopera-	 of valuable research results and allows for greater research

	

databases	 efficiency and opportunities.

	

r eran re-	 In this paper, we give an overview of the 	 systematic
approach we have developed for retrieving past data and man-
aging current data. Specific DBM procedures, 	 as they relate
to the Andrews LTER site, are described.	 Procedures at
other LTER sites are referred to when they are known to

	

.y of data	 differ from those at the Andrews LTER site.
e to col-

	

.kely they	 OUR SYSTEMATIC APPROACH: AN OVERVIEW
nd in the

	

ttempt to	 The FSDB personnel include a consulting	 statistician,
data	 managers, data analysts, and a microcomputer special-

	

L separate	 ist,	 all with a combination of statistical, ecological, and

	

,r a given	 biological training. Through time, we have	 seen how some

	

.c process	 research strategies succeed and others fail. 	 From this

	

gin; this	 experience we have evolved our own philosophy, a systematic

	

result is	 approach to data analysis and management, comprising four

	

ling docu-	 key steps: comprehension, planning, execution, and evalua-

	

All data	 tion and interpretation (Fig. 1). The approach itself is a

	

into a	 modification of a more general schema currently used in some

	

alfamiliar	 teaching programs (Chervany et al., 1980).

	

.omparison	 The first step involves recognizing a specific problem

	

pothesis,	 as one instance of a general category of problems and organ-

	

to organ-	 izing the approach to find a solution. The experimental

	

ke up the	 design needed to test the problem must be understood so that
statistically valid data will be available for final analy-

	

erves the	 sis. Problems that might have been avoided	 had	 a statis-

	

-sity, has	 tician been consulted before the experiment 	 was initiated

	

lents have	 often develop during analysis of a poorly designed experi-

	

1 studies	 ment.

	

research	 During the second step, the strategy (plan) 	 for analy-

	

1 Science	 sis	 should be formulated (Fig. 2) and then 	 critically

	

ER) site,	 reviewed. The data bank's involvement at this point encour-

	

ith docu-	 ages	 careful thinking and precise planning relative to ex-

	

The prime	 periments that are long-term and expensive.	 A complete set

	

ianagement	 of documentation should be maintained as a permanent record

	

lifficulty	 for	 future reference and to ensure consistency	 over time.

	

► sets and	 As research progresses, changes in the design 	 should be

	

or geo-	 reviewed and documented; some changes are inevitable because
BM system
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Fig. 1.	 Flow chart for efficient data collection, documen-

tation, and analysis at the Andrews LTER site.
The procedures are blocked according to the four
steps specified by the FSDB's systematic approach
to data analysis and management.
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Fig. 2.	 A strategy for sound, computer-aided analysis to
resolve ecological problems (adapted from Chervany
et al., 1980).

many facets of ecological experimentation are impossible to
foresee or are beyond direct human control.

Once	 data have been collected and entered, data files
should be validated and summarized to cross-check data file
structure with the documented experimental design. Many
problems can be caught at this stage, before extensive, com-
plex, and costly analyses have begun. The clean data file
is then analyzed with a statistical procedure (or group of
procedures) to test the experimental hypotheses of interest;
this process is the heart of the third step.

Often, the data file structure and sequence of analysis
procedures are influenced by the statistical analysis pack-
age used;	 for example, the MANOVA procedure in SPSS (Nie et
al., 1975) requires the data to be more structured than does
SAS (SAS	 Institute Inc., 1982). The experimental analysis
may be so complex and lengthy that it should be broken apart
into a series of smaller analyses, completed individually.
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We recommend starting simply, working with one component at
a time and reviewing the initial results, before undertaking

the entire analysis.
In the fourth	 and final step, each set of results

should be scrutinized to ensure that variables were read

correctly and that procedures were appropriate for the in-
tended statistical tests, and to determine if new procedures
are suggested by the results.	 Once the final output is

obtained, a statistician can help the researcher interpret

analytical results in an ecological context. This interpre-

tation should be the	 basis for discussion in the final pre-

sentation of the data.
Long-term ecological research poses different types of

statistical problems	 than traditional agronomic or agricul-

tural experiments.	 Most ecologists recognize the diffi-

culties of specifying appropriate statistical criteria for
replication and determining appropriate error rates in a
world full of unique sites and situations (Hinds, 1984;
Hurlbert, 1984). Statistical consultation through all four
steps of the systematic approach will help ensure that sta-

tistically sound, credible inferences be drawn.

THE STATISTICIAN'S ROLE

Data produced from any research project must be col-

lected according to	 a sound experimental design. Whether

the design is simple or complex, thorough analysis can be
completed only with statistically valid data.

We recommend consultation with a statistician to con-

firm that the field 	 or laboratory procedure is consistent

with the statistical design and 	 study objectives (Fig. 1).

Suggestions for analysis, study weaknesses, or potential

sources of error can be pointed out and dealt with early on.
Consultation usually benefits both parties: the researcher

learns how all phases of experimental research and attendant
assumptions of statistical inference are interrelated and

how they will most likely affect the project's outcome, and

the statistician becomes more familiar with the research
project as well as unavoidable constraints on design. Data
bank personnel and scientists should work closely together
to chose variables, design data collection and documentation

forms, and anticipate future analyses so that data can be
properly documented	 as permanent, logically arranged files
in the data bank.
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onent at	 DESIGNING DATA COLLECTION FORMS

ertaking
Careful design of data collection forms fosters accu-

	

results	 rate, efficient data collection and a smooth transition from

	

ere read	 field	 or laboratory to the computer. Experimental design,

	

the in-	 sampling intensity, periodicity, and	 variables to be mea-

	

-ocedures	 sured	 should be determined before forms are designed, 	 and

	

utput is	 forms	 should be developed before data are collected to en-

	

interpret	 courage the recorder to enter all	 essential information.

	

interpre-	 Many items are neglected when no form exists, which can com-

	

inal pre-	 promise quality control and later prevent complete statis-

tical analyses.

	

types of	 Media used to record data in the field or laboratory

	

agricul-	 include analog, digital, or audio electronic devices 	 and

	

ie diffi-	 paper	 forms.	 The most common are project-specific paper

	

teria for	 forms. Although these forms cannot be completely standard-

	

tes in a	 ized,	 data bank staff and scientists at each site should

	

is, 1984;	 develop a prototype form whose general structure can be

	

all four	 extended to every study and which should take into account

	

that sta-	 the following:
The most efficient order for collecting data for each

variable.
All pertinent experimental information (e.g., treat-

ment level, location, site, plot or subplot, block,

	

t be col-	 sample date).

	

. Whether	 •	 Simplicity and legibility;	 areas	 for recording

	

;is can be	 observations should be clearly labeled and should
contain adequate space to accommodate the maximum

	

3n to con-	 value expected.

	

consistent	 • Additional space for recording pertinent comments.

	

(Fig. 1).	 The real	 test of how well a data collection form 	 can

	

potential	 capture the needed information comes during the active data-

	

' early on.	 collecting phase, which tests all the predictions, assump-

	

researcher	 tions,	 and formats imposed on the data by that form. 	 The

	

i attendant	 form's success will partly depend on how well the researcher

	

elated and	 and data manager communicate; an "open line" between both is

	

Itcome, and	 crucial. Terminology often is misunderstood. For example,

ie research	 a forest mensurationist traditionally 	 classifies a tree 7.6

	

sign. Data	 to 8.5 inches in diameter as an 8-inch tree;	 the study docu-

ly together	 mentation must distinguish this value as within an 8-inch

cumentation	 diameter class and not a true decimal measurement. 	 The

lata can be	 question of precision must be posed. For instance, a vari-

anged files	 able	 allocated three spaces as an integer value, but which
really	 demands two or three additional decimal places	 for

greater precision, may be squeezed into too	 small an area,
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compromising legibility, or, even worse, rounded off to fit

the space provided.	 Poorly designed forms increase the

likelihood of errors in the data and unnecessarily compli-

cate	 the data entry procedure.	 Moreover, transcribing

values onto a	 more appropriate form introduces additional

potential for error.	 If possible, briefly test a new form

before deciding on its final design.
A data collection	 form is only a tool--a means, not an

end.	 Occasions	 will	 arise when experimental conditions

change or when assumptions about the data are proven incor-

rect.	 For example, mortality of a tree may entirely elimi-

nate a species,	 or the number of places allocated to a par-

ticular variable may need to be increased due to unexpected

extreme values.	 Both	 of these situations require only a

simple	 modification of the form, but severe changes during
data collection may require that an entirely new form be

created.
Direct electronic	 input from analog or digital devices

is becoming increasingly common for meteorological and lab-
oratory data.	 These	 instruments can automatically record

large	 quantities	 of data at set time intervals on digital

media	 such as	 cassettes or EPROM (erasable programmable

read-only memory)	 microchips. The hardware-dependent, lim-

ited storage capacity of most of these devices produces data
files in a condensed format that often cannot be read by the

data	 collector.	 Documentation for these types of data

should include	 a	 textual header, entered at the beginning

of each data file, that specifies, for example, the type of
experiment, date,	 time, people involved, measurement inter-
val, sensors or	 instruments used, and output data format.
If calibration data are required to convert raw data to use-

ful measurement units, the source of this calibration data

and the calibration function should also be included.
Special problems	 occur when re-measurement data (e..,

annual tree height and diameter growth measurements) are

being	 collected during a long-term 	 research project. If a
new or updated	 form is designed for the re-measurement sam-
ple, the existing	 data and documentation should be reviewed
to assure that	 the subsequent (new)	 data file will be com-

patible with the	 older one. It is often useful to have the
original data on	 the collection sheet in the field to serve
as a	 baseline	 for verifying the new data. Commercial or
custom software can efficiently produce a collection sheet
containing the previous measurement, with adjacent spaces to
record re-measurements.
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•

ENTERING AND VERIFYING DATA

Before data are entered into the computer, the re-
searcher reviews every data collection sheet for complete-
ness and other obvious errors (Fig. 1). If the collection
forms are unacceptable for data entry, the data collector or
researcher	 may have to transcribe the data onto new forms.
Occasionally, if the collection forms are not too disorgan-
ized, transcription can be avoided by entering the data as
it is and reformatting later. Though time consuming and
costly, this route reduces the number of transcription
errors. Easy-to-use DBM software tends to minimize the need
for transcribing poorly formatted data because data from new
or older data sets can be efficiently restructured, reorgan-
ized, and	 reformatted after it is entered. A variety of
commercially available software packages are designed speci-
fically for data entry. Many simplify the data entry pro-
cess by allowing the user to reproduce the actual paper col-
lection form on the computer's video display.

The researcher is responsible for the accuracy of re-
corded and computerized data. For many LTER sites, a range
or code check is built into the data entry software for each
data set.	 For others (including much of the Andrews LTER),
collected	 data are rapidly entered into the computer and
checked for errors later, in the second (verification) stage
of data entry. In any case, the person entering the data
should not be responsible for correcting faulty information,
even when it may be obviously wrong (e.g., an alpha value in
a numeric field).

Two systems are commonly used to verify the data being
entered:	 double-entry verification and visual verifica-
tion. Double entry requires that the data set be entered
completely by one person, then reentered (i.e., verified) by
a second person. Two different people are used because one
person may be more likely to make the same mistake twice.
This is the system used by the FSDB for virtually all new
data and is frequently used by commercial data-entry opera-
tions. If a value typed during the second entry does not
match that of the first entry, the computer signals a mis-
match and	 the error can be corrected. However, the second
data-entry	 person will have to consult with the researcher
to know how to make the correction.

Visual verification is widely used on LTER sites, espe-
cially when initial costs and time prevent double entry. A
data file printout is compared with the original collection
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sheets; any errors or changes are flagged and edited later.

In our	 experience, and that of many large businesses,

double-entry verification is the most straightforward, accu-
rate system and is preferred for critical data sets.

DEVELOPING DATA DOCUMENTATION FORMS

Standardized documentation containing all pertinent in-
formation describing data collection is an essential com-
ponent of a DBM system. A standard set of documentation

forms, which may be created by DBM software or hand drawn on
paper forms, should be developed for each research organiza-

tion. Most LTER sites currently use the paper forms.
Documentation initially includes variable definitions,

formats,	 measurement units, codes, and research methods and
should be permanently recorded long before data collection

begins.	 All information contained on the finalized data-

collection form should be documented as soon as possible
after actual data collection to avoid the problems incurred
when the	 researcher cannot recall details as time passes.
Summary handouts describing how to fill out each form make

it easier for newcomers to the system to provide complete
documentation and understand its rationale. Again, the most
desirable forms usually are produced when the researcher and

data manager collaborate.
Every study should be assigned a code or brief title

(often called a data code) to uniquely identify its documen-

tation and data files. If multiple files are produced be-
cause data types are diverse, each file should be documented
with a unique name easily related to the data code. The

Andrews LTER site uses a format-type identifier after the
data code number to name each file in the study. To develop

a successful relational database (a coding system linking

all data	 files and supporting documentation with data loca-
tion referenced within a catalog or directory), all documen-
tation pertaining to each file should be labeled with the

data code and format-type identifiers. Ideally, before the
data manager agrees to assume responsibility for permanent
data storage, documentation should be complete.

Every format type within a data code should be docu-

mented with a complete set of the following: (1) forms re-
cording variable names and formats, with units of measure-
ment; (2) forms explaining variable definitions and their

acronyms; (3) forms specifying the meaning of each code for
a given	 variable; (4) forms identifying the names of all
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methodology for additional background.

	

For example, a long-term	 study investigating the

effects of fertilization, crown pruning, and stand density

on the population dynamics of a young forest stand at the
Andrews LTER site was begun in 1981 (Perry, 1982). Various

	

measurements are already stored 	 within several different

data files, each with a unique format type. Complete docu-
mentation, filed with the FSDB, is described here to demon-
strate the database documentation system. We anticipate

that the resulting database will be continually updated.
The data will be analyzed periodically and will serve as a

baseline for other studies and comparative analysis. For

	

example, a researcher deciding	 to study the population

dynamics of a forest 10 years from now could retrieve this
data set and its documentation to aid in the planning phase
of that new study. The study plan underwent critical sta-
tistical review, and the data collection forms, with sup-

porting documentation, were developed before data collection

was begun.
The data code assigned to this study is TP88, a unique

identifier recorded on every documentation form associated

with this project. Relevant details are summarized on the
abstract form (Fig. 3). The permanent file name and a brief

description of the data stored in each file are listed on

the data file description form (Fig. 4). Each file contains
a different set of measured variables; thus, variable for-

mats (Fig. 5), definitions (Fig. 6), and code specifications
(Fig. 7) are documented on separate sets of forms. To save
space here, documentation for only one format type is pro-

vided. Although data collectors and analysts will come and

go during the course of this long-term study, the fully
documented files should pose no major problems to the suc-
cessors.

STORING DATA AND DOCUMENTATION

Data files and study documentation can be permanently

	

stored on a variety of media: 	 paper files, microfiche,

	

floppy diskettes, punched cards,	 hard disks, laser disks,

EPROM chips, mainframe disk packs, and magnetic tapes or
cards. For example, the FSDB currently stores all data on
magnetic tapes on the University mainframe computer and has
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DATAFILE DESCRIPTION FORM	 841010
(FSDB)

ONE-TIME COLLECTION
LONG TERM STUDY

DATA HEADERS EXIST

LTER
STUDY TITLE RIDPIJLAillrVO r>44114.01!", r1,7 'irauAn	 FST 193104 	 CRAFTS

FIR
Pe.) 4tsk-FF-rxr-n loW nF miMEDJ.It TRW 411- CLEtit ME

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR Plallatie24, () 

OTHER PERSONS INVOLVED 4 1 riARns: [ t , p j otinniccra;,(..„ 

DOCUMENTATION STATUS I V)
FORMAT TYPES -- 1	 2	 3	 4	 S	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10

FORMATS	 V	 I,'
DEFINITIONS
CODES	 —7	 77'

FORMAT	 DATAFILE
TYPE	 NAME	 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DATAFILE CONTENTS

-r- pSE,0 I 'ME -ANC, PO45r- T141,3Nt tslt., I:E.l45 Ur te5 043 1:1_,Or'S

a. T PTIS0)- I I) rn AL- 112E€ DI ME Po-, 1 Om 5

.5 7-p te,0"3 DE LAki EC lice 1 en MT t.4646 u 9-EME■VT '5 4.4,0 C44A►.,e5

-4 Tpvt,o4 TEEC 0 gOtOr FA MeAsuecoAenrrs

5 TV, 6460'D E x-reA TWEE	 DATA o L7T- 1 cE exPpettrig2.60,

& TeB4/040 Com'PET mom DATA FoR. SAMAJE TEES
/ -rp Sbol mtwEe.AL 1 z_mitLE NI I ilzoc.EK) nAKIDtES

DATE

RECORDER Igai),cf,,_

DATAcOin T P f5p.,

STUDT10

.io
Comments
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	o	 Fig. 4.	 The data file description form contains an organ-
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(..,.)	 v, .,,,..,	 4-I	....)	 our FSDB tapes, one of which is stored at a location outside

the University computer center. The durability of media
also is an important consideration. 	 Magnetic tapes and
disks deteriorate after extensive use. Cards, paper tapes,

cn	 periodic use, cleaning, or replacement.
and magnetic	 tapes become brittle with time and require
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Initially, we store	 most study documentation in paper
files, where completed	 forms, sample field collection
sheets, the study	 plan, and other related	 information are
maintained. Some DBM systems store much of their documenta-
tion as a header	 at the beginning of each data file. The
storage device for this type of file must be able to handle
text efficiently and search for and retrieve specific infor-
mation. Many systems have specialized software for rela-
tional databases,	 but in our experience, mainframe software
is too expensive to run, and disk storage costs are too high

to leave documentation continuously online. If files must

841010	 VARIABLE FORMAT FORM	 Page _IL of 1_(FSOB)

DATE iit/i41/ .	 KW,XX. RECORDER

DATA TITLE.  TgEF. CliedxlIftk  16EA14-113EAEL113

DATACOOE TP25?)
FORMAT TYPE  .4 

STUDY ID

first be retr
inevitable and
ware is used.
computers for c

mentation and •
files themselve

tion files on t
file name, and
library on the

CATALOGING AND

Paper file

mentation form
invaluable for
ple, with a cc
abstracts of .

VAR.
NUN. VARIABLE NAME

COLUMNS
OCCUPIED

FORTRAN COOp
FORMAT	 ( )	 UNITS

MISSING
VALUE CODE

841010

1 PA TAI
T
CODE 1-4 m...- Bl.-4.1 V-

2 F 0 CZM T q PE. 5-62 1D--.

3 5	 I r € 1-I I IX ,A41

D e N 5 1	 1- \4 i..-r5 ( x, AI ►---

s 7 M 7 14 - 1lp 1 x , A D_ s---
6 \I 2 MO DA 1-i -...3 )x, I Co
7 TREENUM -24-1-.).-} 1 x, 1.5

8 n 8 01 _16-31 1 x,F.1
9 h T 2.- 3S ) ,4,F- .1 TY',

10 SA P LO I 3t,-39"ct 1SC, I FYN rr-,

n G a INGI 410-142 1)0.- rr, e,-.
12 PREP' ni,(3 I	 41-- 44(p 1 x ! I •2 mr1r,

13 S A PL0.1 41-50 1X,I3 rr, ry,
14 Cl Q I ti IC. 1 51-53 1X,ID-- mom--,
15 PQEQ 1	 NC-5a 544-51 I x,I3 r" r,--.
16 TREE ce .̂1 0 sb--5) t y ,r1 ,--
17 ESARKI (GO-(D. 1 X,I D.- Mr.,
18 6 O'' Q K 1 1	 (1,-(.56 1X,I. Mm

CONTINUED, Reverse s)de

Fig. 5.	 The variable format form delineates the exact
structure of a data file by identifying the
columns occupied by each variable, the precise

format, and related information. Each variable is
assigned an acronym (variable name no greater than
eight characters) that remains constant on every
documentation form.
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In in paper
collection

:nation are
documenta-

file. The
to handle

ific infor-
for rela-

ne software

ce too high

files must

first be retrieved from magnetic tape, time delays are

inevitable and additional costs accumulate before the soft-
ware is used. We have	 relied on publicly accessible micro-
computers for organizing, storing, and retrieving data docu-

mentation and the University mainframe for storing the data
files themselves. Interested users can scan our documenta-

tion files on the microcomputers, note the data code or data

file name, and retrieve the file(s) from our magnetic tape
library on the mainframe.

CATALOGING AND RETRIEVING DATA AND DOCUMENTATION

Paper files may be suitable for storing completed docu-
mentation forms, but a	 computerized relational database is
invaluable for quick search and retrieval tasks. For exam-

ple, with a computerized database, a file containing study
abstracts of all projects currently being 	 managed may be

841010	 VARIABLE DEFINITION FORM 	 Page I of I

(Complete one form for each format type)

DATACODE

FORMAT TYPE

STUDY ID

TP2,8 DATE
■0 -lad 	 r

RECORDER 	 K liJ, 

           

VAR.
NUM.(I) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EACH VARIABLE PRECISION

the exact

_fying the
he precise
variable is
reater than

it on every

1 TSDE, DATASET 000E
2 T5 0 e, "POerr% AT TYPE

3 NJ A. k) octE u,) 3 SITE 11>Ekrr 1 p %cATtoki e ocb

,	 4 5TCCA4-11,16 - DENS ITV LEVELL Foe_ Lu#40L6 R41- TiatrAT

5 --TIZEATME;Art-- PEJZT I /-17-E0 02 PRUNeo

6 kiEAl2- - mor.m-A - OA`{ of	 ■è tv' r)1- 1 NG
7 TREE TA.Cn Al OfeNe>€12_

8 D I A METEle, AT e:42-EA6T iA E I C4-kT 1- 0.1 cn-,
9 TOTAL T1QEE 14 E I CD t-k r + 0 1 rY,

10 SAP10000 W1011-1 - 0 laECTIO /J	 i 4.	 I ry,..--,

11 e R-0 0-)11-k I ■JC,2E MEAJT- LAST 'fl op YEAR'S *i I + 	 I	 , 	 ...--,
12 DQE -TK 1 p,)Kw 0 Q.0.1(3 1.010T t5- RAW	 4'6 C-be,430JED!I ±	 I m r\--.,

13 a5A P. WOOED 10( inti - 0 IQEGT1 OKI * ..i ± I nip.,
14 GeowTH 11JC-9-6 M5 MT - LAST 01. VEA4S 1 ti D._ t I n,rv-.

15 pQE - 71-t1/4■11K10 Q. I N es u...)10T1i5 -121*(.15 44- 8 63.-Zioeq*.1 t 1 ,n.,

16 TQEE C.0/41)17100U - OAM A6 ES

17 tbeke-g... -n4 ke_..le—NES'5 - D 1 REZ-T►0 iU 44 I '1.	 I m ry-N

18 BARK -TN tC_$(-4.3es5 - D 1 REGT tofu -4 ± I mw..--.
(1)	 Use exact numbers from the corresponding Variable Format Form.

Fig. 6.	 The variable definition form briefly describes

each variable and specifies the desired measure-
ment precision.
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841010	 VARIABLE CODE FORM	 Page 1 of I

(Complete	 one form for ALL format types)

DATACODE —1(3 6/5	 DATE Iii/jall/1).)	 RECORDER  Kit),Cr_d 
STUDTIO

CODE
VARIABLE NAME
	

VALUE
	

BRIEF DEFINITION OF EACH CODE VALUE

DENSIT,/ C., C,oNTIZot_
L R-Etv\croAL OF IS% MAX. '5TANC) CEWS1T \A

M 12-E-MOVM- OF .17.• MAX. -3114,30 CE,A)54Tq

T MT G CoNTRoL- NO UREA 02 PRONINC1

F -E(2.7 t 1_1-18.0 t.orn-!	 uszEA
P PRuwEe TO 50EC,IPIC., G ROJJ N CA) t 011-k 5

FP C=eartLizeD At,A0 2120 NC-40

TREE CoN0 0 LIVE

I DEA0
612.04.EN -rnP A.NO OF-Alb

5 STEM OE FC(2.Pr■ 1 7 Y Dk„E -rn -6k100.)

4 RooT ac57 (Pt-iELLiKws) 1 &I FECT l0 P.)

5 Baole_es Ttyp- LLitLI- 1-NE

Co LEA),)( P.1(3 7112E-E
1 ANIKAAL CA 16k A clE - eth,A<L_ sc.A42.--.

8 ANIMAL C>A-MA.6 e, - I N	 C_, CLOW Ki

CONTINUED, Reverse side

Fig. 7.	 The variable code form describes the codes allo-
cated to constant nonmeasurable variables or cate-
gorical variables (used where each observation is
classified into a predefined category). Specific
codes should be identified before active data col-
lection begins.

searched	 for a particular topic.	 Once the appropriate
abstract	 is found, the data code or	 name is extracted and
used as a	 key variable in the database. The most efficient
method of referencing paper files, if used, would again be
by data code or name. If documentation can be centralized

on a computer, commercial DBM software packages can be used.
Because these packages are more user friendly, DBM personnel
need be	 only minimally involved in	 routine searches and
retrievals. Once the desired information has been located,
the computer can produce a printed report fully describing
the data sets.

Ease	 of retrieval depends on the existence of a rela-
tional system for cataloging information for a given data
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code and on the access mode of the storage medium: random

access (disks) or sequential access (magnetic tapes). Soft-

ware that simplifies data	 retrieval is available for data

files permanently stored on magnetic tape. Currently, re-

searchers at the Andrews LTER site use a program that re-

quests the	 name of the data file to be retrieved,	 automat-

ically creates a batch file that mounts the proper tape,
retrieves the file, and stores a copy on a requested com-

puter account, all without	 DBM staff assistance.	 If data

are stored	 on disk or a similar random-access device, the

optimal strategy is to tie data and documentation	 together

so that retrieving both is	 one basic process. Researchers

using the SIR system (Robinson et al., 1979), for example,

can retrieve data-structure documentation easily 	 with a

query language. Data files 	 can also be stored with a docu-

mentation header, which allows documentation and data to be
retrieved as one unit, but this approach may require more

custom software development or be incompatible with some

software.

SOURCES OF ERROR

A popular misconception is that errors first occur when

the data	 are collected.	 Actually, problems potentially

begin much	 earlier, with the design and documentation of

data collection forms. Detectable errors may still exist
even after data files are in final form. A preliminary data

screening analysis, designed to further validate the data,
will identify these errors. Validation analysis serves two

purposes:	 first, to validate the correspondence	 between

data and associated documentation; second, to identify data
collection	 and entry errors where possible. We have found

that data screening always pays. Locating and correcting as

many errors as possible before a full statistical analysis
is undertaken prevents costly reruns and wasted time.

During validation analysis, the documented data file

format is compared with the actual data file format. For
discrete variables, a list	 of frequencies for each	 code is
generated.	 For continuous variables, the following 	 statis-
tics are produced: minimum, maximum, mean, number of valid

observations for each variable, and total number of observa-

tions in the data file. The analysis reveals where incor-

rect codes were used or where data were out of the expected

range. These errors, which may have occurred during field
collection, data entry, or	 recording of the documentation,
are then identified and located on the collection forms so

codes allo-

es or cate-
ervation is

1.	 Specific
ie data	 col-
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that the researcher can decide how to 	 correct them. Vali-
dation checks have	 been incorporated	 into DBM systems at
several LTER sites	 to catch errors when	 the data are en-
tered. At other sites, graphical displays	 identify possible
errors. The most elaborate systems produce printouts of raw
data with annotated comments, which point to possible er-

rors. Once again, responsibility for changing faulty values
lies with the researcher.

After data entry, data	 files	 frequently need to be re-
formatted and then transferred to	 another medium or storage
device. These procedures should be done by data bank per-

sonnel to avoid the possibility of introducing "unprotected
errors" (errors created by a program or by another logical
error that could produce a 	 major, but	 virtually undetect-
able, error in the data file).	 For example, merging two
data sets for which there is no one-to-one matching variable
(which exactly identifies the matched cases) 	 can create un-
protected errors.	 A successful	 merge	 requires that the
sorted order of each data file be identical. If cases are
out of order or missing, the completed merge may appear to
be normal, but actually may have produced undetectable
errors in the data file. 	 Where	 reformatting and manipu-
lating data are unavoidable, exercise extreme caution.

Though documentation and data entry errors are usually
easily corrected in	 the data file, field	 or	 laboratory er-
rors must be handled quite differently.	 One approach,
though not widely recommended, is 	 to leave the data exactly
as recorded on the	 collection forms.	 In many cases, how-
ever, the data file	 cannot	 be processed with	 these errors;
for example, an alpha value in a numeric field could cause a
program failure. Another approach is to	 try	 to update the
data where the correction is obvious	 (and we do mean
obvious), for instance, a 	 misspelling.	 Such corrections,
once approved by the researcher, can 	 be made efficiently
without running the risk of introducing extraneous or incor-
rect information. We have found that the best approach con-
cerning faulty information	 is to	 set the	 observation equal
to a "missing" code to avoid guessing the	 correct value;
these observations are then excluded from all analyses.

Data collection errors usually	 are	 not rectified
easily. Continuous	 variables that are	 out of the expected
range often require field or laboratory validation. If no
other validation method is 	 available,	 the value should be
set to "missing." Losing information is always unfortunate,
but a value that is out of range can be far more damaging to
analysis results than missing information. Similarly, data
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that are illegible should be entered as "missing" and that

observation noted for later evaluation if no other valida-

tion method is available.
In a few circumstances, data may be modified purely on

a "best approximation" basis.	 This is not often recom-

mended, but can sometimes have merit. For example, suppose

tree diameter on a particular plot had been measured 	 annu-

ally for many years, but the value for an intermediate year

was found	 to	 be completely out of range. That diameter

could be approximated according 	 to the values recorded for

the adjacent	 years, and the probability of error would be

very small.	 The alternative is entering "missing." The

consequences of each approach should be judged for each in-

stance. Problems like this arise when long-term ecological

data are not	 analyzed yearly (in which case the error would

have been identified and corrected at the time) or when data

were obtained from other sources. In any case, situations

do occur when recorded data must be modified, 	 and	 those

modifications	 must be documented. Systems for documenting

changes range	 from merely jotting them down on the collec-

tion forms to elaborate notation in the actual data files.

Another type of error common to ecological research is

the failure to record unusual sampling situations, which may

lead to atypical data values. Unfortunately, there 	 is no

way to plan for these when designing a data collection form

except to provide space for comments. Although the comments

are not generally archived with the data file, they help the

researcher	 interpret the outliers in the data. We encourage

the archiving of raw data collection forms (usually in

microfiche) to preserve this information. In some long-term

studies in which re-measurements 	 are frequent, certain com-

ments are	 encoded in the data	 files themselves; however,

this must	 be	 done so that the	 comments can be	 separated

easily and excluded during analysis.

Sites	 in the LTER network	 have functionally similar

data validation (quality assurance) systems.	 The most

sophisticated	 systems produce graphical analysis 	 and	 anno-

tated output, usually via the	 SAS system (SAS	 Institute

Inc., 1982).	 Data bank personnel verify the entry of data

at least once	 at all sites and provide researchers with in-

formation on	 illegal codes and	 possible outliers.	 Deci-

sions on what	 to do about outliers always rest with the re-

searcher.	 Problems sometimes arise because scientists do

not adequately proof and validate data; at some sites, they

must sign or	 initial approval forms after reviewing entered
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The issue of data integrity must be emphasized to

assure that the data analyzed are a valid, accurate repre-
sentation of the facts.	 In this process we	 often take
advantage of the "Law of	 Large Numbers," which basically
states	 that the larger the sample size, the	 closer	 the
sample mean will be to the true population mean. 	 To require
every bit of data to be an exact representation of reality

is unrealistic. A more reasonable aim is to record measure-

ments as accurately as possible, given the experimental con-
straints and overall research perspective.

One additional source of error remains after documenta-

tion, data entry, and validation are completed: errors in

the execution of the statistical analysis. These can range
from relatively minor mistakes to completely misleading re-

sults that may be invalid if the data are not analyzed with
the statistical design initially chosen.

CONCLUSIONS

Evolution of hardware	 and software for data management
in recent years has made	 possible great advances in	 the
flexibility and utility of 	 ecological data management. In
our experience, developments in the computer industry have
far outstripped ecologists'	 training to use them. The most
substantial barriers to improving data management are 	 our
own failures of imagination. New ways of thinking and 	 co-
operating in multidisciplinary, long-term research lay 	 the
groundwork for future, more fundamental advances in 	 the
field.	 Increased availability of computers, more powerful

software that is easier to use, and support from DBM person-

nel should augment scientists' abilities to improve database
quality	 and utilization. Once credible, reliable, compre-
hensive	 databases are established, more integrative data-
intensive research projects 	 will be a practical reality for
answering the key questions of systems ecology.
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